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Abstract

We review extant research on the psychological implications of the use of first-person singular pronouns (i.e., “I-talk”). A common intuition is that I-talk is associated with an overly positive, highly agentic, and inflated view of the self—including arrogance, self-centeredness, and grandiose narcissism. Initial (small-sample) research provided evidence that frequent I-talk was associated with grandiose narcissism. More recent (large-sample) research, however, has found that the correlation is near zero. Frequent I-talk is, however, positively correlated with depressive symptoms, in particular, and negative emotionality (i.e., neuroticism), more broadly. Frequent I-talk is also positively related to the neurotic variety of narcissism called vulnerable narcissism. In addition, frequent I-talk has a positive association with sociodemographic characteristics such as (lower) status, (younger) age, and (female) gender; I-talk has a conditional association with truth-telling and authenticity—a correlation that appears to hinge on context. This review summarizes the literature on I-talk, provides some speculations about the emergent psychological meanings of I-talk, and provides a guide for future research.
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The Story of “I” Tracking:

Psychological Implications of Self-Referential Language Use

All I can hear I me mine, I me mine, I me mine,
Even those tears I me mine, I me mine, I me mine […]
Flowing more freely than wine,
All through your life I me mine.

—George Harrison, The Beatles (1970)

Preface: Importance

In the lyrics of their iconic song “I me mine”, The Beatles lamented an omnipresent self-focus in contemporary society, which they equated with people excessively using first-person singular pronouns. Indeed, it is a common belief that frequently using “I”, “me”, and “mine” or so-called “I-talk” reflects heightened narcissism (McWhorter, 2017). In this article, we review the psychological correlates of frequent linguistic self-referencing, or I-talk (Ireland & Mehl, 2014). This is an important topic in personality and social psychology, dating back to the writings of William James (1890) and George Herbert Mead (1934). These influential philosopher-psychologists contemplated how language related to selfhood (Goodman, 2017), including I-talk. More recent empirical research sheds light on how personality dispositions and self-related processes are manifested in verbal tendencies (Kern et al., 2013), and it provides insights into cues for more accurately perceiving and assessing people. Along the way, the story of the psychological correlates of I-talk exemplifies the process of how an empirical literature develops. Like many good stories, this involves a few interesting plot twists.
Perceivers tend to infer that I-talk communicates arrogance, self-centeredness, and narcissism. For example, media reports suggest that I-talk reflects a loss of humility in United States presidents (Cary, 2009), as was the case when a popular blog author asked of Barack Obama’s presumed excessive I-talk, “…is this the beginning of the end of any humility on his part?” Linguistics professor Mark Liberman argues that it is routinely taken as obvious that I-talk reflects narcissistic traits (Liberman, 2014) on his Language Log blog. Liberman also noted that Obama was using I-words less frequently than previous presidents (Liberman, 2014), yet conservative pundits saw Obama as excessively using I-words. In one blog post, he wrote that Obama is viewed by conservative pundits as “arrogant” and “uppity” because of his presumed frequent I-talk (Liberman, 2009). These pundits, however, are not alone in this assumption. Researchers also make the inference that I-talk indicates narcissism (Chatterjee & Hambrick, 2007; DeWall, Pond, et al., 2011).

Narcissism is the subject of intense empirical and theoretical interest in developmental (Hill & Roberts, 2018; Thomaes et al., 2009), clinical (Miller et al., 2017), personality (Campbell & Miller, 2011), and social psychology (Krizan & Herlache, 2018). In this literature, there is a distinction between grandiose and vulnerable expressions of narcissism (Krizan & Herlache, 2018; Miller et al., 2011; Wright & Edershile, 2018), and we elaborate on this distinction in the following section about vulnerable narcissism. Chapter one of the I-talk story begins as Raskin and Shaw (1988) studied the association between pronoun use and grandiose narcissism. Before the first chapter, however, we provide a “prologue” about why and how personality psychologists study natural language use.

Prologue: Personality Psychology, Language Use, and Effect Sizes
Idiosyncrasies in natural word use have increasingly fascinated personality researchers (e.g., Fast & Funder, 2010; Park et al., 2015; Pennebaker & King, 1999; Yarkoni, 2010). Personality psychology often focuses on the ways that people differ from one another in their characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving—that is, in their individual differences (Funder, 2001; McAdams & Pals, 2006). A focus on language use in personality psychology therefore makes sense because (a) people have characteristic ways of verbalizing their experiences that differ from person to person; and (b) these differences in word use are thought to reveal something deeper about individuals’ underlying personalities (Ireland & Mehl, 2014).

Many individual difference constructs interest personality psychologists. Here, we focus on a few that have received significant attention in the literature about personality and first-person singular pronoun use. Understanding individual differences in word use is complicated. Few people believe that how people talk is completely determined by their personalities. Language use conveys information about communication intentions, the situation, temporary mood states, dynamics of social interactions, and sometimes just random factors. Nevertheless, personality researchers have some general expectations for how strongly personality attributes may be associated with pronoun usage.

Most correlations that psychological scientists study are far from perfect, and this applies to the literature about personality and pronoun use. Many associations will be between -.20 and .20. This is reasonable because language use is multiply determined (i.e. many factors influence how a person uses words in a sentence) and that limits the size of any single effect (see Ahadi & Diener, 1989; Funder & Ozer, 2019, provide a current discussion of effect sizes). This background knowledge serves as a prologue to the saga about personality and pronoun use, which we turn to now.
Chapter 1: Is Grandiose Narcissism Really Manifested in Frequent I-Talk?

Narcissism plays a central role in Chapter 1. Sub-clinical narcissism involves a tendency to act in self-centered ways (Buss & Chiodo, 1991), to experience a high need of validation (Baumeister & Vohs, 2001), and to have a need for cultivating a positive public image or facade (Carlson et al., 2011), particularly in short-term encounters (Campbell & Campbell, 2009). Narcissistic behavior is commonly represented in two facets (Back et al., 2013; Wink, 1991), typically labeled grandiose narcissism and vulnerable narcissism (Miller et al., 2011)—the latter being important for a subsequent chapter. Compared to vulnerable narcissism, grandiose narcissism is more often studied in social-personality psychology, typically using measures like the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (Raskin & Hall, 1981; Raskin & Terry, 1988; Raskin & Hall, 1979) and the Narcissistic Admiration and Rivalry Questionnaire (Back et al., 2013), and grandiose narcissism aligns with the typical lay view of narcissism—that narcissism is about inflated self-views (Baumeister & Vohs, 2001) and remarkable displays of vanity (Robins & John, 1997). Grandiose narcissism is associated with higher self-esteem (Miller et al., 2011), as well as an embellishment of one’s abilities (Paulhus & Williams, 2002; Sedikides, 2020), and an unrealistic sense of superiority (Raskin & Terry, 1988). Compared to people low on grandiose narcissism, people who score high on this trait tend to have higher agency (Miller et al., 2011), higher dominance (Dowgwillo & Pincus, 2017), and they have somewhat fewer concerns for maintaining interpersonal relationships, reflected in lower agreeableness or higher antagonism (Miller et al., 2011; Paulhus, 2001). This trait profile manifests in exhibitionism (Weiser, 2015) and obnoxious behavior, such as somewhat more frequent cursing (Holtzman et al., 2019).

Collectively, these descriptions indicate that grandiose narcissism involves a constellation of
egocentric attributes that reflect excessive self-focused attention. Given this self-focus, it is natural to predict that grandiose narcissism should manifest in more frequent I-talk.

Raskin and Shaw (1988) were the first investigators to test the presumed positive correlation between narcissism and I-talk. They asked each participant to give a five minute recorded speech on a self-selected topic. This part of the design allowed participants considerable freedom and presumably offered an opportunity for researchers to see which participants expressed narcissistic tendencies. The researchers counted the first person singular pronouns that participants used. Corroborating the idea that narcissists frequently use I-talk, these data showed a relatively moderate positive correlation ($r = .26$) between grandiose narcissism and first-person singular pronoun use. A major caveat is that their sample consisted of just 24 men and 24 women—a sample size that would be considered insufficient by current standards (Schonbrodt & Perugini, 2013). Small samples not only elevate the risk that researchers will fail to capture existing true effects that are undetectable (yielding false negatives), but they also pose a risk of mistakenly detecting effects where there are none in reality (i.e., yielding false positives). Small sample sizes like this provide imprecise estimates and this is especially true for the Raskin and Shaw study ($N = 48; r = .26; 95\% \text{ CI} = [-.03, .51]$).

Interestingly, Raskin and Shaw (1988) reported the $p$-value for the association between narcissism and I-talk as “$p < .05$” in their original paper (see also: Carey et al., 2015, Footnote 1). This statement means that the coefficient fell below the conventional level of statistical significance ($p < .05$). Based on the sample size and the reported correlation coefficient, however, the two-tailed $p$-value is .074, suggesting that Raskin and Shaw decided that the hypothesis had sufficient intuitive appeal that it warranted directional hypothesis testing as well as one-tailed tests. By still quite a loose standard of being less than .05 using a two-tailed test,
however, the original Raskin and Shaw effect is not evident (cf. Benjamin et al., 2018, for an argument that .005 is a more appropriate threshold).

Despite these concerns with the statistical evidence in the original paper, the Raskin and Shaw (1988) results had been accepted by some researchers (Chatterjee & Hambrick, 2007; DeWall, Buffardi, et al., 2011; cf. Van Scotter II, 2020). For instance, in a study of CEOs, Chatterjee and Hambrick (2007) defined narcissism using five criteria, with frequent I-talk being one of them (i.e., 20% of the definition). DeWall, Buffardi, and colleagues (2011) defined narcissism in social media posts via frequent I-talk in online communications (i.e., 100% of the definition). Thus, following Raskin and Shaw (1988), some psychological scientists used I-talk as a direct behavioral operationalization of narcissism, sometimes even treating these two as isomorphic—one in the same.

Although it seems tempting to posit that individual differences in I-talk serve as a marker of grandiose narcissism, the next part of this story offers a twist. Carey et al. (2015) tested the claim linking I-talk to grandiose narcissism in a comprehensive, large-sample, five-lab collaboration ($N = 4,811$). This was a multi-sample, multi-measure integrative analysis using two languages (English and German), and a range of communication contexts (writing or talking about a personal vs. impersonal topic; writing or talking in a private vs. public context).

Grandiose narcissism was effectively unassociated with I-talk ($r = .01$, 95% CI $[-.02; .04]$). Interestingly, the researchers simulated that any random small subsample of 50 participants from the full sample of nearly 5,000 participants could easily yield an (artificially inflated) estimate comparable to the magnitude of the one obtained by Raskin and Shaw ($r = .26$), merely due to chance. Collecting large samples to obtain stable effect size estimates tends to solve this problem. Despite the Carey (2015) results, however, some researchers continue to use I-talk as a
measure of narcissism in research published after Carey et al.’s paper (Buttice & Rovelli, 2020; Capalbo et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018). The empirical support for the validity of using “I mine” to indicate grandiose narcissism (Raskin & Shaw, 1988), however, is now outdated.

Chapter 2: If Not Grandiose Narcissism, Then What?

The finding that grandiose narcissism is virtually unrelated with I-talk, of course, prompts the question about other potential correlates of I-talk. Some early studies of I-talk were motivated by an interest in internalizing psychological problems like depressive symptoms and the negative affective consequences of objective self-awareness, which also involve self-focus (Silvia & Duval, 2001; Smith & Greenberg, 1981; Wicklund & Duval, 1971). Continuing in this theoretical tradition, an important preamble to the next chapter of our story was the discovery of an association between I-talk and suicide (Stirman & Pennebaker, 2001). This now-classic study compared the language of famous poets, who either did or did not die by suicide (Stirman & Pennebaker, 2001). Intriguingly, the poems of suicidal poets contained more I-talk than the poems of non-suicidal ones (Stirman & Pennebaker, 2001, Table 1)—a tragic manifestation of an unhealthy self-focus. Although the sample was tiny ($N = 18$), many poems (i.e., ~300) were analyzed (which provides some confidence in the reliability of the findings, but does not ultimately offset the small sample size). These results therefore provided some tentative and preliminary evidence for maladaptive self-preoccupation (and social isolation) in suicidal individuals—a prediction in line with theory about the negative influence of self-awareness (Silvia & Duval, 2001). Moreover, it is useful to note that grandiose narcissism is typically negligibly correlated with individual differences associated with internalizing problems, at least overall (Hill & Roberts, 2011).
Stirman and Pennebaker (2001) pointed to a different correlate of I-talk, namely depression (Fast & Funder, 2010). Depression is associated with suicide and suicidal ideation, plus depression is one of the most prevalent mental disorders worldwide (W.H.O., 2020). Studies of suicidality motivated projects on depression and I-talk (e.g., Brockmeyer et al., 2015), which were in turn meta-analyzed by Edwards and Holtzman (2017), who revealed a non-trivial, statistically significant correlation ($r = .13$) between I-talk and depressive symptoms, from a sizable sample (total $N = 3,758$). This meta-analysis helped summarize the literature linking I-talk to depression. Thereafter, research examined how language use on social media correlated with depression. For example, research shows that first-person singular pronouns can predict a diagnosis of clinical depression by up to three months (Eichstaedt et al., 2018) and a recent daily diary study with clinically depressed adults corroborated this idea (Krejtz et al., 2020; see also: O'Dea et al., 2017). Having honed in on a reliable correlate of self-focused language—depression—one correlate of I-talk was starting to come into focus.

Depression entails numerous symptoms related to negative emotions (Bernard et al., 2016). One key investigation built on the Carey et al. (2015) model of combined data from different research laboratories: Tackman et al. (2019) found I-talk to be robustly related to depression ($r = .10$), confirming the earlier Edwards and Holtzman (2017) meta-analysis. The association with I-talk extended to a general tendency towards neuroticism or negative emotionality ($r = .13$; Tackman et al., 2019). Neuroticism includes depressive tendencies and excessive self-consciousness (Widiger & Oltmanns, 2017). An individual with high levels of neuroticism tends to experience dissatisfaction across a range of life settings—effects that over time can erode a person’s physical health (Widiger & Oltmanns, 2017). The integrative analysis by Tackman et al. (2019) included a large sample (total $N = 4,754$), and it explored numerous
verbal contexts (e.g., personal, impersonal). The study used different measures across labs to assess depression, including different versions of the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1996; Dozois et al., 1998) and the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (Radloff, 1977). Zero-order correlations were generally consistent across different contexts (except impersonal writing). Critically, the authors used an approach to test whether the depression and I-talk association was still evident when neuroticism was in the multiple regression model.

Neuroticism is a broader dispositional tendency than depressive symptoms, so it is useful to test whether depression is a unique correlate of I-talk after considering neuroticism. The researchers used different measures of the Big Five, such as the Big Five Aspect Scales (BFAS; DeYoung et al., 2007) to measure negative emotionality (AKA neuroticism). They found that adding neuroticism as a predictor ended up decreasing the depression association, whereas the reverse was not the case. This shows that the specific depression and I-talk association is substantially subsumed within the broader association between neuroticism and I-talk (Tackman et al., 2019), and it indicates I-talk might reflect a broader dispositional tendency towards feelings of distress and even susceptibility to the internalizing spectrum of psychopathology (Lyons et al., 2018).

This possibility is a topic of ongoing research. This finding for neuroticism and I-talk also prompted researchers to evaluate the possibility that a variety of narcissism called vulnerable narcissism was positively associated with I-talk.

**Chapter 3: Grandiose Narcissism is Not Related to I-Talk, But How About Vulnerable Narcissism?**

Now comes one of the bigger plot twists in the I-talk saga, featuring the reappearance of narcissism. Previous I-talk research focused on grandiose narcissism, and that seemed like an
empirical dead-end. However, the neuroticism findings from Tackman et al. (2019) prompted researchers to consider other varieties of narcissism. One variety, vulnerable narcissism (Miller et al., 2011), is strongly identified with neuroticism (Krizan & Herlache, 2018; Miller et al., 2011). Thus, research by Tackman et al. (2019) suggested focusing on whether this neurotic version of narcissism is associated with I-talk, even if grandiose narcissism is not.

Vulnerable narcissism involves a combination of self-focused attention and psychological distress and is related to neuroticism or negative emotionality (Miller et al., 2011). Whereas grandiose narcissism relates to socially-domineering traits (Jones & Paulhus, 2014), vulnerable narcissism “reflects a defensive and insecure grandiosity that obscures feelings of inadequacy, incompetence, and negative affect” (Miller et al., 2011); it is typically measured using scales like the Hypersensitive Narcissism Scale (Hendin & Cheek, 1997). Recently, Dixon et al. (2020) confirmed in a pre-registered study ($N = 1,253$), which involved digitally recording predictions before data collection began, that vulnerable narcissism is positively associated with I-talk ($r = .12$), almost to the same extent as negative emotionality.

When both neuroticism and vulnerable narcissism were entered into a regression analysis predicting I-talk, however, the partial regression weights suggested statistical redundancy. This often happens for correlated predictors (neuroticism and vulnerable narcissism were correlated approximately $r \approx .60$). The standardized regression weight for neuroticism ($\beta_{\text{partial}} \approx .10$) remained statistically significant, whereas the standardized regression weight for vulnerable narcissism ($\beta_{\text{partial}} \approx .05$) was no longer significant. So, the question remains as to whether this vulnerable narcissism association is just about the general finding that neuroticism is a reliable correlate of I-talk (Tackman et al., 2019). This research is also ongoing.
Chapter 4: Sociodemographic Correlates of I-Talk

A fourth chapter in story of I-talk focuses on the “supporting actors” in the periphery of the saga of how personality relates to I-talk, that is, sociodemographic correlates of first-person singular pronoun use. Although not focused on personality, this work provides further clarity for characterizing the psychological meaning of I-talk. Specifically, a robust literature reveals how low social status and low power (collectively, “low ranking”) manifest in more frequent use of I-talk. Kacewicz et al. (2013) provided evidence for this correlation in four small samples (see their Table 2). Using a wide array of methods (e.g., instant messenger records, letters written by U.S. soldiers), people who used frequent I-talk tended to be low ranking; other evidence supports this notion (Cassell et al., 2006)—powerful people tend to use less I-talk. Additional demographic variables, such as age and gender are related to I-talk in particular ways. Compared to older adults, younger adults use more I-talk (Kern et al., 2014; Pennebaker & Stone, 2003); compared to men, women use more I-talk (Newman et al., 2008). Thus, one emerging theme in this literature is that people who have traditionally held powerful, high-status positions tend to use less I-talk, whereas people who have traditionally held low-status and subordinate positions tend to use more I-talk.

This theme fits nicely with the two narcissism effects discussed earlier: The lower-status version of narcissism, which is sometimes pejoratively referred to as “failed” narcissism (Back & Morf, 2018; Czarna et al., in press)—namely, vulnerable narcissism—is positively associated with I-talk, at least in the form of a positive and non-trivial zero-order correlation (Dixon et al., 2020), whereas the higher-status version of narcissism—grandiose narcissism—is not significantly associated with I-talk, as the two variables have a near-zero correlation (Carey et al., 2015; Dixon et al., 2020). All in all, I-talk seems to be partially tracking self-awareness
related to low social status. Figure 1 summarizes the key correlates of I-talk that we have reviewed so far.

**Cliff-hanger: Honesty versus Deception**

The story thus far suggests that grandiose narcissism is not a robust correlate of I-talk, while neuroticism and vulnerable narcissism are positively correlated with I-talk. An additional “supporting actor” in the story is honesty, but this part of the story remains unfinished. It turns out to be a bit of a cliff-hanger, and sets up future chapters of the story of I-talk. The logic is as follows: To withstand the psychological costs of lying, liars may psychologically distance themselves from their tales; conversely, honest people may be more inclined to remain psychologically close to (or “own”) their narratives (Newman et al., 2003), perhaps indicating authenticity. The self-distancing in lying may therefore involve reducing the use of first-person singular pronouns (Hauch et al., 2015). Hauch et al. (2015) meta-analyzed over 20 studies, including key papers such as Hancock et al. (2007), revealing a near-zero correlation—and thus was not supportive of this idea; the Hedges’s $g$ was -.06 (see their Table 1, Research Question 4, row label 23), which is not statistically significant ($p > .05$). Follow-up analyses, in contrast, pointed to a positive and statistically significant relationship (Hedges’s $g = .34$, 95% CI [.20, .49]) between first-person singular pronouns and honesty (see their Table 4, row label 21). In combination, results from this meta-analysis suggest that the honesty-deception dimension may correlate with first-person pronoun use in context-specific ways. The association between I-talk and honesty needs to be replicated, perhaps using the large sample collaborative approach found in Carey et al. (2015) and Tackman et al. (2019), given that most of the studies in this literature
use small sample sizes. Still, honesty and authenticity might be featured as the I-talk story continues to unfold.

**Synthesis: The Psychology of I-Talk**

In an attempt to elaborate on the results depicted in Figure 1, we provide a detailed and to some extent speculative description of the psychological correlates of I-talk in this section. People who less frequently use I-talk are more emotionally stable (Tackman et al., 2019), acquisitive (Kacewicz et al., 2013), powerful (Kacewicz et al., 2013), esteemed (Kacewicz et al., 2013), and less open-minded (Tackman et al., 2020); we speculate that they are also more confident and resolute. People who more frequently use I-talk tend to be more emotionally vulnerable (Dixon et al., 2020; Tackman et al., 2019), resentful (Dixon et al., 2020), report more depressive symptoms (Edwards & Holtzman, 2017; Tackman et al., 2019), and seem more pre-occupied (Dixon et al., 2020); in addition, we speculate that they are more down-to-earth and serious. We therefore suggest that I-talk may be a linguistic device that facilitates processing negative emotions (e.g., after some important and negative self-relevant information is obtained) given that negative emotions often narrow attention to the self to motivate action tendencies, whereas positive emotions tend to be associated with outward engagement (e.g., the broaden-and-build model; Fredrickson, 2001). Negative emotional experiences are an inevitable part of life but chronically experiencing and expressing negative feelings may prove unwise and ultimately maladaptive (Grossmann et al., in press). Altogether, we suggest that a chronic excessive use of I-talk can index habitual self-conscious emotional instability (O'Dea et al., 2017; Stirman & Pennebaker, 2001).
We believe that the personality processes involved in self-focus are important for understanding the results in Figure 1 (Alban & Groman, 1976). Thinking about personality processes and mechanisms may help elucidate potential points of intervention. In particular, “decentering” might enable individuals to feel a subtle sense of contentment (Kross et al., 2014; Nook et al., 2020), as strong emotions may be allayed. Decentering involves directing attention away from the self toward the external world. Focusing on others and the outside world (rather than on oneself) may effectively reduce the intensity of negative emotions for oneself. Taking a distanced view of oneself—decentering—may allow people to manage not only their emotional states (Nook et al., 2020; Orvell et al., 2019; Quoidbach et al., 2010) but we acknowledge that, at this point, this is really just our data-free attempt at “connecting the dots” and telling the story. If regularly used, decentering might potentially change personality traits, such as neuroticism and emotional volatility (Roberts et al., 2017; Seraj et al., 2021) if such de-centering processes were repeatedly enacted over time and across multiple situations.

**Preview: The Future of I-Talk Research**

The science of “I” tracking is fascinating, and researchers have made enormous progress since the original Raskin and Shaw (1988) study. The contemporary literature emphasizes large samples and replication. However, it also tends to emphasize between-person distinctions and large trait dimensions. We think future research would benefit from (a) identifying the smaller psychometric units (e.g., trait facets, nuances, and items) that best capture I-talk, (b) exploring within-person variability in I-talk and its correlates (e.g., Sun et al., 2020), (c) examining I-talk and its associations across psychologically different communication contexts (Mehl et al., 2012), and (d) comparing the correlates of I-talk across cultures (Kučera, 2020).
Psychometricians might consider doing a more fine-grained analysis of the factors, facets, nuances, and items that capture I-talk. Some work in personality psychology has demonstrated the utility of looking at smaller analytic units (such as Big Five items; e.g., Elleman et al., 2020). Stable estimates are likely to emerge in big data. This type of approach could help create comprehensive and refined profiles of I-talk (and other LIWC categories).

Moreover, current personality research recognizes that variation within people for emotional states is an important complement to the traditional focus on between-person differences in dispositions (or typical ways of thinking and feeling). Regarding within-person variability, one sample (N = 185 participants; 1,579 observations), explored by Sun et al. (2020), pointed to a general lack of within-person effects linking I-talk to negative emotion (see Sun et al., 2020, Table 3). We suspect that the near-zero effects may be a result of context-dependent emergence of the correlations. If neuroticism drives the association between I-talk and negative affect, then we would expect that this would manifest primarily in private or intrapsychic contexts (where rumination is typical), but not necessarily in social contexts; some recent work is consistent with this idea (Klauke & Kauffeld, 2020). These hypotheses have an empirical foundation to build upon (Mehl et al., 2012), and we hope that they are tested soon.

Some findings must still be reconciled; not all research findings are in line with our broad integration here. For example, one large sample study found that in emergencies, I-talk unexpectedly decreases (Guntuku et al., 2020); because this was in a semi-public context (Facebook), it suggests that I-talk may not be the best marker of negative emotionality in public communication contexts. One speculation is that people respond to emergency situations with self-distancing or decentering as part of an adaptive psychological “shock reaction” that (perhaps adaptively) prevents one from becoming emotionally overwhelmed (Cohn et al., 2004). We think
it is important to emphasize that much work remains to be done to further integrate the literature on I-talk and affect, and we think attention to context will be necessary (as appears to be the case for honesty-deception; Hauch et al., 2015). As we noted in the opening of this review, language use is multiply determined and almost certainly involves interactions between psychological processes and contextual features.

Finally and consistent with our concern with context, most research on I-talk (and language use more broadly) has been conducted on English-speaking participants. Languages differ in important ways with respect to grammatical constraints, including with respect to whether the use of an explicit personal pronoun is required in a sentence or is optional (and conveyed via the declinated verb). Kučera et al. (2018) recently found in a study using the Czech language, a so-called “pronoun-drop” language in which personal pronoun use is optional, that I-talk was indeed positively related to neuroticism and anxiety, but only in one of several communication contexts (i.e., a simulated letter of apology). Clearly, important comparative cultural and language research remains to be conducted on this question, and it has the potential to make “the psychology of I-talk” more generalizable, and identify theoretically interesting differences between cultures and languages.

**Conclusion**

Rather than reflecting grandiose narcissism, I-talk appears to be correlated with depression, negative emotionality, and vulnerable narcissism. I-talk is also positively correlated with a being female, being young, and having lower rank. These associations point to I-talk being related to diminished (rather than enhanced) social status. In light of these findings, we think that I-talk reflects a kind of self-focus that, at the psychological level, implies vulnerability
and negative affectivity. For this reason, we speculate that de-centering (e.g., Nook et al., 2020) might help alleviate some of the negative affect (e.g., anxiety, worry) associated with excessive self-focus.

Future work is needed to study (a) how more narrow personality constructs—such as personality facets—are related to I-talk, (b) how within-person processes are related to I-talk, and (c) how the context might moderate the associations we have highlighted, including culture and communication contexts. All told, the story of I-talk is a fascinating tale of how research literatures develop and how some common-sense intuitions such as the assumed strong association between I-talk and grandiose narcissism turn out to be empirically unsupported.
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Figure 1. Approximate correlations between key variables and I-talk, with 95% confidence intervals. This figure shows the near-zero correlation between grandiose narcissism and I-talk, while it shows the positive correlations between the other constructs and I-talk. All of these estimates are based on sample sizes over 1,000 and therefore the CIs are narrow. The grandiose narcissism association is from Carey et al. (2015); the depression and neuroticism correlations are from Tackman et al. (2019); the vulnerable narcissism association is from Dixon et al. (2020). Young = the reverse of age, so the effect indicates that young people use more I-talk than older people. Female = an (oversimplified) binary variable for female (coded +1.0) and male (coded -1.0); the positive relationship indicates that women use more I-talk than men. The Young association is from Pennebaker and Stone (2003, Table 2, simple r), and, for corroborating findings, see Kern et al. (Kern et al., 2014); the Female variable is from Newman et al. (2008, Table 1; 0.17 d converted to Pearson's r).